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The Guns of Navarone (1961) Hindi Dubbed A team of allied saboteurs are assigned an impossible mission: infiltrate an impregnable Nazi-held island and destroy the two enormous long-range field guns that prevent the rescue of 2,000 trapped… Country: United Kingdom, United States Lakshya (2021) Telugu Lakshya (2021) Description: Pardhu is an
archer who wants to represent India at the World Championships. How does he bounce back and achieve what he wants after losing track? Watch… Genre: Action, Drama, Telugu Jaal: The Trap Full Movie (2003) Watch Jaal: The Trap Full Movie (2003) Online Free Sunny Deol battles terrorists from Kashmir; from director Guddu Dhanoa. When his
girlfriend is kidnapped by Kashmiri terrorists, a commando is… Genre: Action, Drama, Romance Dhamaka Full Movie (2021) Watch Online Dhamaka (transl. Blast) is 2021 Indian action thriller film directed by Ram Madhvani who also produced the film with Amrita Madhvani, under the banner Ram Madhvani Films, along with Ronnie Screwvala’s…
Genre: Action, Drama, Thriller Me Familia 2 (2021) Full Movie Me Familia 2 (2021) Online Full Movie Description: Phillip Molinari Senior quietly built his organized crime empire in the decades between Prohibition and the Carter presidency. His reach extended far… Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2014) Hindi Dubbed Online Full Movie Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles (2014) Hindi Dubbed Online Full Movie When a kingpin threatens New York City, a group of mutated turtle warriors must emerge from the shadows to protect… Genre: Action, Adventure, Science Fiction Force (2011) Full Hindi Movie Force (2011) Full Hindi Movie Watch Online Description: A vengeful gangster targets and
terrorizes an entire police unit and their families. A vengeful drug-dealer/gangster targets and terrorizes an entire police… Dhoom (2004) Full Hindi Movie Dhoom (2004) Full Hindi Movie Watch Online Description: With few clues to go on, a no nonsense detective is tracking a gang of suave, motorbike riding robbers who are sweeping… Genre:
Action, Crime, Drama, Thriller Holiday: A Soldier is Never Off Duty (2014) Holiday: A Soldier is Never Off Duty (2014) Full Hindi Movie Watch Online Description: A military officer uses his intellect and fighting skills to hunt and knock down a terrorist… Zakhmi Zameen (1990) Wealthy and aristocratic Thakur Pratap Singh lives in a palatial mansion,
and has a dream of building a dream house, similar to the Taj Mahal, with the help of his… Genre: Action, Drama, Music Ek Chalis Ki Last Local (2007) Ek Chalis Ki Last Local (2007) Comic thriller about two people who miss the last local train and how missing the train changes the course of their lives forever. Genre: Action, Adventure, Crime
Housefull 3 (2016) Full Movie Hindi Movie Housefull 3 (2016) Description: A father doesn’t want his three daughters to get married. Now, it’s up to three men to try to and convince the father that they’re a… Sadar Udham (2021) Sadar Udham (2021) Description: Indian Revolutionary Udham Singh whose better known for the assassination of Michael
O Dwyer in London, who was behind the Jallianwala Bagh Massacre on April 13,… Genre: Action, Crime, Drama, History Kill Dil (2014) Full Movie Kill Dil (2014) Full Hindi Movie Watch Online Description: Abandoned when young, Bhaiyaji gives shelter to Dev and Tutu. A game of defiance, deception and love follows when free-spirited Disha… Genre:
Action, Drama, Romance Sivaji: The Boss (2007) Sivaji: The Boss (2007) Corrupt police and politicians target a computer engineer for trying to better the lives of less privileged citizens. Shadow (2021) Online Full Movie Shadow (2021) Online Full Movie A man registers a complaint in the police station claiming that his shadow is missing. As the police
begin working on the baffling case, he… Genre: Action, Kannada, Mystery Lahoo Ke Do Rang (1997) Full Movie Lahoo Ke Do Rang is a 1997 Hindi suspense-action film directed by Mehul Kumar, starring Akshay Kumar, Karishma Kapoor, Naseeruddin Shah, and Suresh Oberoi. This was Akshay Kumar and Naseeruddin… Inception (2010) Hindi
Dubbed Online Full Movie Inception (2010) Hindi Dubbed Online Full Movie Cobb, a skilled thief who commits corporate espionage by infiltrating the subconscious of his targets is offered a chance to regain his old… Genre: Action, Adventure, Science Fiction Aaghaaz (2000) An honest and diligent man’s life turns upside down after making an enemy
in a ruthless mafia gang after he saves a girl from being molested by them. After putting… Genre: Action, Crime, Drama The Misadventures of Hedi and Cokeman (2021) Online Full Movie The Misadventures of Hedi and Cokeman (2021) Online Full Movie Description: In Paris, two dysfunctional drug dealers use family ties to try and boost their
business. En Passant Pécho: Les… Baby (2015) Full Movie Baby (2015) Description: An elite counter-intelligence unit learns of a plot, masterminded by a maniacal madman. With the clock ticking, it’s up to them to track the terrorists’ international tentacles… Boss (2013) Full Movie Boss (2013) Full Hindi Movie Watch Online Description: After his
younger son falls prey to a corrupt police officer, an honest old man summons his estranged elder son to save… Skip to main content Supporting actorsChunky Pandey, Katrina Kaif, Manoj Joshi, Neha Dhupia, Paresh Rawal, more…Rajpal Yadav, Sameera Reddy, Shakti Kapoor, Suniel Shetty, Vikram Gokhale, Sharat Saxena, Johnny
LeverProducersSanchita Chatterjee, Ganesh Jain, Girish Jain, Raksha Mistry, Abilash NairStudioEros InternationalPurchase rightsStream instantly DetailsFormatPrime Video (streaming online video)DevicesAvailable to watch on supported devices43 global ratingsHow are ratings calculated?Top reviews from the United StatesLee JilekReviewed in the
United States on November 4, 2010Maybe too much fun for one movie.Verified purchaseDe Dana Dan (3D) is one of those movies that brings a reduction in IQ with each subsequent watching. The first watching I laughed a little mostly just trying to read the subtitles and keep up. The second watching I laughed a lot and by the third watching I
thought it was hilarious.3D is a masterpiece of confusion. 3D makes absolutely no attempt to confuse the audience; rather many of the main characters are wildly and hopelessly confused. The film makes no attempt to unconfuse them, either. Even to the very end the actors become furious in their unacceptable positions. To make matters better,
Johnny Lever (who I think has ruined scenes in many movies), is also confused and seriously abused. He is actually pretty good, but all of the actors are very good at selling the crazy script. Except for a few places the slapstick is pretty high quality, really.The songs and dancing are catchy, lively and have integrity in that they stick to a theme. Hotty
Naughty, performed in a casino, features Neha Dhupia with some male backup dancers living up to its title. It's hot and it's naughty. A real foot tapper.Baamulaiza features Katrina, Akshay, Sunial Shetty and Sameera Reddy. Kat is wearing a dress that flows like magic and Sameera is captivating with Shreya Goshal singing playback. Does Akshay ever
behave? The song Paisa Paisa is pretty good too. None of the music disappoints.There is a huge well done water scene at the end of the movie. Although some of the water is real, most of the water is fake high tech digital water.There is a reason why 3D is currently the 5th highest grossing Indian film in 2009. I give the movie 4 1/2 based on the value
received relative to the amount paid.2 people found this helpfulbekagooseReviewed in the United States on January 15, 2012Good but confusingVerified purchaseAbir MahafuzReviewed in the United States on August 29, 2019It could be hera pheri 3Verified purchasegodanmaReviewed in the United States on April 18, 2013De Dana DanVerified
purchaseMurtuza HashimReviewed in the United States on August 12, 2015... DVD because my friends told me the movie is fantastic and hilariousVerified purchaseDANIELReviewed in the United States on December 21, 2017Two StarsVerified purchaseYTGReviewed in the United States on March 29, 2018Five StarsVerified purchaseAmazon
CustomerReviewed in the United States on December 14, 2019Hate fraudstersVerified purchaseSee all reviews Stream in HD Download in HD Watch Options Apple TV (iTunes) Eros Now Google Play Movies JioCinema Voot Zee5 Whatsapp Facebook Twitter Hindi Listen Songs ActionComedyCrime 2h 47min 16+ About Rating Trailer Songs Photos De
Dana Dan: Release Date, Trailer, Songs, Cast Release Date 27 November 2009 Language Hindi Genre Action, Comedy, Crime Duration 2h 47min Cast Suniel Shetty, Akshay Kumar, Katrina Kaif, Sameera Reddy, Paresh Rawal, Tinnu Anand, Neha Dhupia, Rajpal Yadav, Manoj Joshi, Archana Puran Singh, Aditi Gowitrikar, Asrani, Chunky Pandey,
Johnny Lever, Shakti Kapoor, Vikram Gokhale, Supriya Karnik, Sharat Saxena, Archana Suseelan, Satish Nagpal Director Writer Suresh Krishnan, Priyadarshan, Jay Master Cinematography N. K. Ekambaram Music Salim–Sulaiman, Pritam, Rhythm Dhol Bass, AD Boyz Producer Ganesh Jain, Girish Jain, Ratan Jain, Champak Jain Production Certificate
16+ Nitin (Akshay Kumar) and Ram (Suniel Shetty), two average-earning men, get an ultimatum from their rich girlfriends Anjali Kakkad (Katrina Kaif) and Manpreet Oberoi (Sameera Reddy), respectively, to either earn money to marry them or leave them alone. When Nitin and Ram realise that they need money to marry their respective girlfriends,
the duo decide to kidnap a wealthy businesswoman, Kuljeet Kaur's (Archana Puran Singh) pet dog, Moolchand Ji, and demand a ransom for its return. What happens after Moolchand Ji escapes creates a hilarious series of events. De Dana Dan Movie Cast, Release Date, Trailer, Songs and Ratings De Dana Dan Movie Songs # TITLE ARTIST
DURATION WATCH 1. Rishte Naate Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, Suzanne D'Mello 4:42 2. Paisa Manak-E, Rhythm Dhol Bass, RDB, Selina 3:54 3. Gale Lag Ja (Version 1) Javed Ali, Banjyotsna 4:12 4. Baamulaiza Mika Singh, Dominique Cerejo, Style Bhai 4:50 5. Hotty Naughty Sunidhi Chauhan 3:38 6. Rishte Naate (Remix Version) Kunal Ganjawala,
Suzanne D'Mello 4:25 7. Baamulaiza (Ragga Mix Version) Pritam, Domnique Cerejo, Style Bhai 5:17 8. Gale Lag Ja (Version 2) Javed Ali, Banjyotsna, Dominique Cerejo 4:22 9. Hotty Naughty (Remix Version) Kalpana Patowary 3:46 10. Baamulaiza (Remix Version) Mika Singh, Dominique Cerejo, Style Bhai 4:24 11. De Dana Dan Ad Boys 4:06 12. Paisa
(Club Mix Version) Manak E., Selina, R.D.B. 4:26 Listen on Amazon Music Apple Music Gaana JioSaavn Spotify Wynk Music YouTube Music De Dana Dan Photos
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